heraldic and possibly a Griffin (right). Other items were a lot of
Chinese Dragons, not so different from ones we have seen before,
but that might appear in a future issue.

Dragonlore

A NAVAL NEPTUNE

Commander
Norman Bennett
RN served in the
Fleet Air Arm
flying Sea King
helicopters, and
this is the crest of
his recentlygranted arms. It
is blazoned:Upon a Helm
with a Wreath Or
and Azure a
Triton affronty
crowned with an
Eastern Crown
Or crined and
bearded Argent
winged and the
piscine parts with
the tail disposed
to the sinister
Azure supporting
with the dexter
hand a Trident
Sable and holding
in front of him in
the sinister hand
a Conch Shell
Argent.
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Idyllic Scene painted by Melissa Launay

The College of Dracology
for the Study of Fabulous Beasts

Saint James the Greater, son of Zebedee, was one of the earliest disciples of Jesus,
and along with his brother John and Peter was chosen by Christ to witness his agony
in the garden. He was the first of the Apostles to be martyred, by Herod Agrippa in
the year 44, and because he had preached in Spain, his
body was taken to Compostela, now named Santiago in
his honour, where it attracted many pilgrims. The
pilgrim’s badge of an escallop shell became his
emblem, much used these days to indicate any kind of
spiritual pilgrimage. Leonardo depicts him at the Last
Supper seated next to Jesus with his arms spread out,
between Thomas and Philip, his gesture saying,
“Surely not I,” after Jesus had announced his
forthcoming betrayal by one of those seated with him
at the table. He shares his feast day, 25 July, with Saint
Christopher. (See also No 101)
The picture on the cover is taken from a card kindly sent in by Cathie Constant. On
the back it says “UNICORN - 30 x 30 gouache on paper - © Melissa Launay” If
the 30 refers to centimeters, then the original is about a foot square; if inches, it is
two-and-a-half times bigger (which seems unlikely). But it is time to remind our
artist friends that sticking a spike on to the brow of a horse does not turn it into a
Unicorn. Here the giveaway is the hairy tail and the substantial haunches. It is hard
to see whether the hooves are cloven, and there is no obvious goatee beard. True
Unicorns have a much more delicate anatomy and their tails are long with a tuft at the
end, and sometimes halfway along as well. Of course, Unicorns are entirely the
product of artistic imagination and the only thing real about them was their spiral
horn, a narwhal’s tusk, of which quite a few were available. Although we should
respect the imagination of modern artists (and I find this picture quite appealing), I do
think that they should respect the creations of their forbears. Unicorns have been
well defined, and they are not just horses in fancy dress. Whether they are, or ever
were, real in the material sense, is still a matter for debate. I know someone who
claims to have seen one in the New Forest, and for a person who was well familiar
with the image of a Unicorn, a grey New Forest pony seen in the twilight could well
have triggered an imaginative experience that would seem quite real. But did it come
and lie down by her feet and place its head in her lap? That would have been most
convincing. I suppose the counter-argument to my view is that since so many recent
artists have depicted Unicorns as one-horned horses, not only in paint and other
2

Ostorius. The Saxons were fighting under dragon standards by 752 when Cuthred,
King of the West Saxons, confronted the Mercians at Burford. Such a banner is
mentioned in accounts of the battle of Assandun between Edmund Ironside and the
Danes in 1016, and another is clearly depicted on Harold’s standard on the Bayeux
tapestry. The dragon also figures largely in Welsh mythology, although probably not
adopted as the national emblem of Wales until the beginning of the 15th century. The
dragon ensign was popular with the Norman dukes, and Richard I used it as a battle
standard on the First Crusade.
The cartographer John Speed in 1610 depicted the supposed arms of the West
Saxons as a gold dragon rampant on a red background: I say supposed, because of
course the art and practice of heraldry did not begin in England until the 12th century.
When Somerset County Council received its 1911 grant of arms these colours were
reversed and the mace added.
So much for dragons: but why has Somerset so warmly espoused the wyvern?
The answer seems to be that until the early 15th century English heraldry only knew
of the two-legged dragon and it was from that time onwards that the four-legged
variety gradually became more popular. So perhaps the wyvern is not such an
inappropriate image for Somerset after all.
[This well-informed piece was sent in by Cathie Constant. Robin Bush was the
Deputy County Archivist at Somerset Record Office and was well-known for his
entertaining talks, many of them on the radio. Cathie heard them, one live and others
on tape, and found them excellent value.]
CORRESPONDENCE
John Allen has sent another rare monster engraved on silver.
This is the two-headed Wyvern seen on the cover of No 110, the
crest of the Hon. William Henry Maule.
Jack Campbell-Kease sent this wood-engraving by Raymond
Hawthorn from the Folio Society edition of Plutarch’s The Rise
and Fall of Athens (1967), and writes, “I fancy a three-legged
frog heralds wealth, long life or some other benefit. I leave it to
you to pronounce on the promise made by a three-legged
dragon!” Perhaps the fourth leg is behind the upper body and
thus hidden from view. I had not heard the meaning of a threelegged frog.
Cathie Constant, apart from the Unicorn card and the
Robin Bush piece, sends a whole load of items, from
which we select this Dragon gargoyle decorating
Gringotts Bank in a Florida reconstruction of the Harry
Potter site of Diagon Alley (right), and this mediaeval
horse pendant unearthed from a field near Evesham in
Worcestershire, the site of a famous battle, evidently
7

DRAGON OR WYVERN ? by Robin Bush
Ch.14, Somerset Stories, Life and Laughter in Somerset (1990) ISBN 0946159848
In recent decades the people of Somerset seem to have carried out an informal
adoption. The object of all the attention has been a mythical beast – the wyvern. The
Somerset County Council’s social club is known as the Wyvern and the county town
of Taunton also boasts a Wyvern Shopping Centre. Yeovil has Wyvern Boats Ltd.,
Seavington St Michael is the base for Wyvern Farm Services, Minehead delights in
the Wyvern Travel Service, Wyverns of Bridgwater sell motor-cycles, Wyverns of
Weston retail cars at Weston-super-Mare and there are many more examples which
could be cited.
The Wyvern derives from the Saxon word for viper and was supposed to be a
winged serpent. Heraldically it is depicted with two forelegs, wings and sitting on its
curled barbed tail. The snag is that the Wyvern is not the emblem of Somerset, that
honour falling to the four-legged dragon, a word which comes from the Greek for
serpent, draco. The fact received official recognition on 29 December 1911 when
Somerset County Council was granted its coat of arms, paid for by William
Broadmead, depicting a red dragon rampant holding in its forelegs an upright blue
mace, all on a gold background.
Existing accounts suggest that the dragon as used as a standard originated in the
east, whence it was introduced to Europe by the Romans. In red or purple colouring
it was borne both in war and on ceremonial occasions and early writers speak of it as
a real creature rather than a fabulous beast. In England dragons were claimed to have
been seen in the sky to herald Danish raids. A group of canons from Laon, visiting
England in 1113, were recorded to have seen a dragon with five heads and fiery
breath destroying Christchurch in Hampshire, and a similar attack on shepherds and
their flocks at Sudbury was supposedly witnessed in 1405.
Nearer to home,
dragons form an essential
part of the folklore of West
Somerset. St Carantoc was
said to have tamed a
dragon which had menaced
King Arthur’s people
around Carhampton, while
a dragon that allegedly
crept from the Quantocks
and menaced the area as
far as Williton was finally
slain at Norton Fitzwarren.
A third dragon or ‘worm,’
as the English formerly called a dragon, was supposedly slain by a worthy knight at
Trull. There are commentators who see in these dragon stories folk memories and
fears of invading armies, either Roman or Saxon, who fought under dragon banners.
Indeed one 18th century account even attributes the Norton dragon to one which grew
out of the corruption of British dead slain at Norton camp by the Roman general,
6

graphic media, but in film and television, that we should accept them as a valid
variant form of the creature. Well, perhaps, but I think it would be a pity.
The best book on the subject is The Natural History of Unicorns by Chris Lavers
(London 2009), reviewed by us in No 107.
ORIENTAL OPULENCE

Elizabeth Roads was in New York and spotted this extravagant
ornament in a china shop and captured it for our amusement. (above).
She also visited the Anglican Cathedral Church of St John the Divine
where she saw two enormous Chinese Phoenixes hanging from the
ceiling, a male Feng and a female Juang between 90 and 100 feet
long and weighing 12 tons, the work of the contemporary artist Xu
Bing and made from leftover materials from construction sites in
Beijing. Difficult to photograph, the picture on the right may give
some idea of one of them. Please, Elizabeth, keep up your travels
between your many duties at the Court of Lord Lyon.
ODD STREAK from the Daily Mail, 23 June 2014.
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A MISCELLANY OF MONSTERS
Jan Keuzenkamp has sent another set of rare heraldic beasts from Europe
(opposite). First (top left) is the “waterman” supporter from the former municipality
of Afritz in Carinthia, Austria, which Jan says in his opinion “looks like a mix
between Neptune and a crowned frog.” This was valid from 1960 to 1973. Compare
with the crest on page 8.
Next (top right) come the arms of the Counts of Starhemberg, with a beast derived
from the Styrian Panther on shield and crest, the latter more elaborately decorated.
This is the painting by Carl-Alexander von Volborth from his book Fabelwesen der
Heraldik, and also, with the one following, from an article by Georg Scheibelreiter on
The heraldic monsters and their world in the Herold-Jahrbuch, part 16 (Berlin2011).
The Wartlion (lower left) by Gavin Schlemmer, an heraldic artist from South Africa,
with its characteristically African weaponry, was first seen at the St Andrews
Congress in 1996, when it was the winner of a competition to produce a novel
fabulous beast. Sadly, although I was there at the time, I was unable to obtain copies
of the entrants, now partly made up. The beast beneath the Wartlion’s feet is an
African form of Basilisk.
Last of this selection (lower right), the arms of the former municipality of
Tiefenbach, in Hesse, Germany, showing a Dragon climbing a mountain charged with
a typically communist emblem, a sign that Hesse was at the time part of the
Democratic Republic of East Germany. The Dragon looks a little wistful, but had to
show loyalty to the regime.
Finally (below) this octopedal Basilisk or Cockatrice, painted by von Volborth and
also included by Scheibelreiter, was reported by Ulisse Aldrovandi (1522-1605) and
illustrated by his pupils in 1642, in Monstrorum Historia, but never seen since..

Our thanks go to Jan for his diligence and his continuing contributions to our studies.
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